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1. Introduction
Throughout the second half of the 19th century, there was ongoing debates about what kind of
police the Germans ought to have, and nowhere was this debate more heated than over the Prussian
state police, the Schutzmannschaft, that policed Berlin and an increasing number of main cities in
Prussia.
One could see the debates of the second half of the 19th century concerning the Berlin
Schutzmannschaft as competition between two models: During the reaction years of the early 1850s,
as the Schutzmannschaft developed along the lines of the Prussian gendarmerie, although adapted to
urban policing and subjected to the Interior Ministry rather than the War Ministry,1 defenders hailed
its paternalistic approach based on “German” or “Prussian” values such as selfless loyalty to King
and State and incurruptable honesty in its enforcement of law and order.2 Avé-Lallement admitted
that this ideal was not quite attained by the Schutzmannschaft, but which nevertheless remained the
ideal that they believed the police authorities should work towards. Similarly, defenders of the
Conservative “Prusian” model maintained that discipline and good behaviour among the
Schutzmänner was essentially a moral issue and if only the men were imbued with proper “Prussian
values” erring and malpractice would not occur.3
The repeated calls from Liberals to reform the Schutzmannschaft along the lines of the London
Metropolitan police was first placed on the political agenda in 1848 with the organisation of the
Berlin Schutzmannschaft.4 Liberals wanted a civil police to replace the gendarmerie, citizen militias
and the regular military forces, under the control and accountable to elected bodies. After the
successful conservative reaffirmation of power, new calls for reform along the “English model”
came after the 1851 World Exhibition where German observers, like many other foreigners, had
been impressed with the smooth and civil way the police dealt with crowd management and
responded politely to the queries of the public.5 The importance of the English example was that it
proved how it was possible to keep order in a major city without recurrence to military style
authority in the approach to the public.
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By then the Schutzmannschaft had already acquired a poor reputation among Liberals and the Left
opposition, however throughout the 1850s the force was accepted, and even hailed, among the
supporters of law and order as the most effective bulwark against popular unrest and attacks on
private property. It was the revelations in 1859 of widespread corruption and malpractice within the
Schutzmannschaft under Police President Hinkeldey that administered some serious blows to the
prestige of the force. Its claims to embody the “Prussian virtues” of honesty and incorruptability, on
which the force based its legitimacy was undermined not only among liberal critics but among
supporters of law and order, who happily tolerate a good deal of violence against the political
opposition and rough treatment of ordinary members of the public, but to whom corruption was
incompatible with legitimate authority.6 Yet, rather than seeing the problem resulting from the
institutional organisation, the police commentator Avé-Lallemant saw the problem as the result of
foreign (French) influence. The solution therefore was moral rather than institutional and lay in the
strengthening of good German-Prussian values.7
Apart from the apologists who saw the evil and the solution of the evil in moral terms, others
recognised that moral revival was not enough and that problems were rooted in the concentration of
powers and lack of proper oversight of officials in authority. One of the proposals for reform,
initiated by Police President Winter in 1862 spoke not only for de-militarisation of the
Schutzmannschaft, but for a complete re-conception of the force as a public service, that is a
mediator between public authorities and the citizens.8 The calls for reform along the English model
emerged alongside the wider legal-constitutional debates about police powers and the relationship
between police and judiciary, which continued throughout the latter part of 19th century.9 The 1860s
was also the decade when Liberal forces among Prussian-Germany civil servants and legal scholars
gradually managed to establish the concept of the Rechtsstaat against opposition from conservative
forces who would not accept any commitment on the part of the State to limit its actions to legal
boundaries.
Both trends sat uncomfortably with the military style Schutzmannschaft based on supra-legal,
paternalistic authority with no accountability or obligations towards the public. During the 1860s
and 1870s, the process of unification, and the panic over the rise of Socialism particularly after the
Commune, the 1872 riots in Berlin (Blumenstrassenkrawall) and the formation of the unified Social
Democratic Party in 1875 helped to mute critical voices. However, calls for reform the
Schutzmannschaft along English lines re-emerged in a major way in the 1890s.
2. The Schutzmann between love and loathing: A fine body of men or the best hated profession?
Travellers to Wilhelmine Germany often remarked that despite its size, Berlin was a much safer
town for foreign travellers, with crime rates significantly lower compared to other big cities in
Europe and America and with a police officer on every street corner.10 When talking about policepublic relations it is important to emphasise that the force still enjoyed considerable positive
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appreciation among Prussian civil servants and ‘kaisertreue’ citizens, who talked with pride of the
well-disciplined and effective Schutzmannschaft.
On the other hand, the Schutzmann throughout the second half of the 19th century were feared and
ridiculed to the extent that a sympathetic observer described policing as the “best hated of
professions”.11 Even among the Kaisertreue sections of the population and senior police officers
and government ministers, who otherwise dismissed the Social Democratic critique of police
brutality as wildly exaggerated, commentators were prepared to concede that Prussian policemen’s
approach to members of the public was often rough and not as courteous as might be desired.12 The
criticism against the police, which is an almost inevitable part of any police force, by the 1890s
developed into something akin to a deluge, too conspicuous to ignore.13
So what had happened and why did the wave of complaints gain momentum in the 1890s? The most
obvious element in the 1890s was the sheer amount of knowledge of police misbehaviour.
Individual incidents were increasingly well documented and publicised in the ubiquitous press. Just
as the Kaiser himself was intensely media aware, so did public institution become increasingly
anxious to cultivating their public image, with the establishment of Pressebureaus for the police,
and for other State authorities as the most obvious examples.14
The greater awareness of public image can of course be linked to the wider political and social
context in Germany, 1888-1890: a new Kaiser, Bismarck leaving, a new generation coming to
power, the Neue Kurs and the liberalisation of the press laws. Moreover the Great Miners’ Strike
which had seen major military interventions was followed by serious attempts to extend civilian
police forces. In addition, the legalisation of the Social Democratic Party was followed by intense
fears of revolution as well as anxious attempts to win the hearts and minds of the workers away
from the Social Democrats.
Yet, we also need to see the German obsession with the popularity of the Schutzmannschaft as part
of a broader trend: it was during the same years that Lépine in Paris embarked on his reforms of the
Parisian Police in a conscious attempt at making the police loved by the population. Lépine took the
view that a police force that was hated by the public was fragile and ineffective.15 Similarly it was
in the context of social anxieties that the behaviour of the Schutzmannschaft towards the population
in general and to workers in particular was recognised, even among police supporters, as
counterproductive and ultimately dangerous for the social stability.16 With the challenges of
policing modern mass-conurbations and with increased expectations to police effectively ensuring
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crime fighting and maintenance of order, the police reformers recognised the advantages – indeed
need – of cooperation from the wider population. Repression and brute force were not enough to
fulfil the increasing number of tasks linked to modern policing.
At the same time popular expectations to police behaviour were changing. The barrage of
complaints against the Prussian Schutzmannschaft from the 1890s onwards reflect increasing
intolerance to violence and arbitrary police actions. The strengthening of the Rechtsstaats concept
in the wider population was followed by the corresponding notion of Rechtsbewusstsein (sense of
due rights) which was branded about in complaints letters. The authorities were left with the
challenge of adapting to these new expectations. During the 1890s the Schutsmannschaft also
increasingly suffered from what Jessen describes as a dual-crisis of legitimacy and authority.17
While the professional prestige and the social status of the Schutzmann was rapidly declining, his
powers and duties to interfere and regulate the public space were dramatically increased. At the
same time, the legitimacy of the State who had granted him these powers was challenged
politically, and in search of strengthening its legitimacy particularly among the workers.18
3. The return of the English Bobby in the German debates
It was in this context that calls for reform along the lines of the English police re-emerged in the
German debates. Prussian Police reformers saw the English model as attractive not only because it
seemed to ensure better cooperation from the population, 19 but also because the English bobby
seemed to inspire greater respect and authority amongst the population than the Prussian
Schutzmann – and certainly less popular ridicule.20 While better cooperation from the population
was seen as a way of ensuring greater effectiveness in fulfilling everyday policing, the German
observers also rightly perceived the English police as more legitimate in the eyes of the wider
public – just what the Schutzmannschaft was increasingly struggling to maintain.21
So what was it about the English Model that German reformers wanted to adopt? The English
model was ailed by liberals as a-political, servant of the public, non-military, and unarmed.
However, there were different ways of interpreting what that actually meant. While liberal forces
sought to emphasise the need for Schutzmannschaft to “serve the public” rather than serving the
State “against the public”, conservatives maintained that the Schutzmannschaft was already apolitical, and that it was the Social Democrats who wrongly politicised policing.22 Implementing the
will of the State was by definition a politically neutral act, and there could be no opposition between
serving the State and serving the public.
The various military aspects of the Schutzmannschaft were object of heated debates (recruitment,
organisation, uniforms, and ethos), with even conservative minded observers admitting that some
military elements in the Schutzmannschaft were counterproductive to effective civilian policing. In
particular, the proverbial ex-NGO was to be partly replaced with recruits from rural areas or reliable
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members of the working class, who it was hoped might ensure better cooperation from workers and
the Kaisertreue sections of the lower orders. On the other hand, I have come across no suggestion
that the Schutzmannschaft should give up its weapons, and the idea of turning them into an unarmed
force does not seem to appear on the agenda.
Instead German reformers, both liberal and conservative, focused on the training of the Schutzmann
to be more polite, civil and forthcoming police force. This was seen as a matter of professional
training of the uneducated, but essentially an attempt of civilisation.23 What was particularly badly
needed was a socially discriminating policeman, who knew his place in relation to his social
superior, and who did not carry his military distain for civilians over to his role as policeman.
However, the root of the problem in transferring the English model to a German context lay in the
fact that German reformers had a very selective approach to the model and did not accept that the
English model was build on a completely different understanding of power relationships between
public authorities and the population.
4. Problems linked to the duties of the Schutzman as different from those of the English policeman
The first problem arose in the call for police to be polite and the demand on the Schutzmann to
serve the public. Many Prussian police manuals and service regulations call for policemen to
approach the public politely and with courtesy without irritation or petty revengefulness and Segger
notes that he has never seen police instructions that did not stress the importance of treating the
members of public with respect and courtesy.24 The 1887 service regulations for Königsberg police,
which seem to be the key text for police service regulations of the following period, state that
“towards the public the Schutzmann should always be police and ready to serve”.25 Similarly
Gerland writes on the title page of his work on the Police Service in Prussian Towns that “the police
officer should always be aware that he is called to defend the public”,26 Eiben in his introduction
stresses the importance of serving the public and of rigorously keeping the letter of the law27 while
Segger states that all police service regulations call for policemen to be firm, but calm, detached,
polite, humble, friendly and ready to serve.28
So there were plenty of attempts to encourage the Schutzmen to be civil and polite towards members
of the public – but to little avail, as reformers admitted themselves.29 So what went wrong? Of
course, encouragement of policemen to be polite might easily be ignored within any organisation
with entrenched patterns of behaviour. However, there were some systemic and conceptual
problems that quite understandably made ‘politeness’ a very minor priority for Prussian Schutzmen
in their daily interaction with the public.
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4.1 Concepts of “the public” and of serving the public
One of the underlying problems that mitigated against the Schutzmann changing his attitude to the
public lay in the very concept of ‘the public’ as it appeared in Prussian instructions – and it was
simply incompatible with English notions of the public. In the first place, there was the presentation
of concepts such as “citizen” and “the public” in police orders, handbooks and instructions, as these
texts were primarily concerned with emphasising the extent of police powers and authority.
By the 1890s a series of civil rights and liberties were well established in German and Prussian
law.30 Yet in the police manuals and instructions to the police the concept of the ‘citizen’ (Bürger)
mainly appears as someone in need of protection, but not as someone who has rights.31 If citizens’
rights were mentioned at all it came as an afterthought. Similarly, while the police service
regulations have extensive sections on the powers of the policeman to retain people in custody,
arrest, undertake house searches, or make use of his weapons, the paragraphs urging Schutzmann to
act with moderation and respect citizens’ rights again come as an afterthought – insofar as such
considerations appear at all.32
In addition, several problems stem from the definition of the public. In the first place, the idea of
“serving the public”, is limited to specific aspects of the policeman’s duty, such as indicating the
route when asked or helping elderly ladies to cross the road. However, if the Schutzmann served the
public, it was as part of his duty to maintain public order and enforce the law on behalf of King and
State, not to serve the public in its own right. Similarly “the public” was an entity that needed
protection in the name of the law and good order – not as a service to the public. Ultimately, the
Schtuzmann was not accountable or answerable to the public in any form.
Secondly, the public (Publikum) only comprises the law-abiding Bürger. The law-breaker, or even
the potential law-break or the suspected law-breaker, are not conceptually part of the Publikum. Yet
even the law-abiding Publikum is conceived as selfish individuals who would naturally seek to
pursue their egoistic private interests to the detriment of the general good. It was therefore the duty
of the policeman to prevent individuals, as much as possible, to pursue individual interests that
might obstruct in any degree the smooth functioning of the public space.33 Unlike the English
concept that pursuit of individual interests was both legitimate and a basic civic right as long as they
did not harm others – the stating point in German instructions was that individual pursuits were
potentially ‘obstructing’ the implementation of the common good.
The conception of the Publikum as only comprising the law-abiding members of the public was all
the more problematic because of the conception of the law-breaker. Because of the myriads of
police ordinances and local bye-laws, the ordinary German going about his daily business would –
often unwittingly and unknowingly – violate some law. Once a person was in breach of some law,
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he or she moved from the category of law-abiding citizens who had the right to protect, to the
category of law-breakers who needed to be dealt with in the harshest terms possible – to discourage
them from future law-breaking and to set an example for others. Thus any member of the public
might at any moment find him or herself reduced from the category of “good citizen” worthy of
police protection to an actual or potential lawbreaker, an obstruction to the authority of the
policeman or a threat to the public order. As an extension of this logic, individual members of the
public are often conceived of in police instructions in terms of potential law-breakers, because it
was assumed that any individual would be naturally inclined to breach the law in pursuit of their
private interests. As a result any member of the public was at any time a potential law-breaker, who
should be stopped.34 It was not only the usual suspects – the poor, the marginals, the workers – who
were described as problematic but also the well-established citizen in pursuit of interests which
conflict with the ‘common good’ as defined by the police.35
4.2 Preventive policing and police discretion
It is also worth noting the differences between the meaning of preventive policing in English and
Prussian policing. The English concept rested on the assumption that the mere presence of the
policeman would deter people from committing theft and violence at least right under his nose.36
The concept of prevention developed in Prussian administrative thinking during the first half of the
19th century as active police interference in actions which might lead to the violation of some law or
regulation.37 So the Schutzmann was instructed not only to regard all members of the public as
potential law-breakers, but to actively intervene against their potential law-breaking.
This was all the more intrusive as a concept since the Schutzmann was under professional obligation
to enforce all laws and regulations rigorously. Where the English approach to policing encouraged
the Schutzmann not to interfere idly and left a margin of discretion to the individual constable to
implement some laws according to his discretion,38 the Schutzmann who did his duty had to
intervene in petty breaches of some law. The Prussian concept of prevention was far more intrusive
in that policemen were instructed to prevent law-breaking by intervening against members of the
public before they actually broke the law. It was preferable to issue a paternal warning (Belehrung)
before any law or regulation had been transgressed rather than to proceed to notifications and
arrests post hoc.39 As Funk observes, the Prussian service regulations operated with the concept of
‘suspects’ (Verdächtigen) rather than with ‘criminals’ (Verbrecher) and described ‘suspicion’ as
sufficient reason for house searches and arrest.40 Because of the infinite number of police
regulations, even well-established members of the middle classes were affected by police micromanagement of the public space as well as numerous activities taking place on private premises, but
regulated by law.41 As Fosdick observed in 1911, this left to arbitrary application of the law.42
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4.3 Proportionality in the Use of Force
Finally, a central element in the English model was the concept of moderation in the use of force.
The idea of accommodating the extent of force to the particular goal was not entirely absent from
Prussian instructions which talk about Mäßigkeit. From the earliest Prussian instructions from the
1830s police was encouraged to avoid the use of physical force wherever goals could be achieved
by simple persuasion.43 Or, as von Brand put it in 1838, “Humanität mit Strenge zu paren” and only
to use so much force as was necessary to enforce the law and maintain order.44 This was from the
days when physical punishment was still part of the legal authority of the police. Throughout the
second half of the 19th century, we find repeatedly this paternalistic invitation from police managers
not to use unnecessary violence, and all service regulations from the period 1890-1919 call for a
polite and measured approach to the public. In the same vein, the 1898 instruction from the Interior
Ministry stressed that weapons should only be used when other coercive means had proved to be
fruitless.45
However, in the instructions the demand to use overwhelming force to deal with even minor
opposition clearly takes precedent over any call for moderation. A measured reaction was limited to
situations where no actual conflict existed. Whenever it came to dealing with actual opposition,
physical or verbal, the Schutzmann had to make absolutely clear to the public that no opposition or
challenge to his authority could be tolerated. This was completely opposite the instructions to the
English policeman who was consistently encouraged not to react to provocation, to keep his temper
and only use as much force as was needed for the enforcement of the law.46 Similarly, where the
English policeman was required only to use proportionate levels of violence, the Prussian
Schutzmann was instructed to use disproportionate force: to use the sharp blade of the sword rather
than the blunt, and to use firearms rather than sword, so that the population could be in no doubt
that any challenge to a Schutzmann was a challenge to the authority of the State and would be dealt
with through overwhelming force.47
Thus the arrogant and aggressive attitude of Prussian Schutzmen towards members of the public
was to a great extent rooted in the instructions they received, and the definitions of key concepts
which shaped police duties and approaches to the public.
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Conclusion: Cooperation and Legitimacy vs. Control and Ridicule
For frustrated Prussian reformers of conservative bending like Segger and Lemke, there was no
doubt where to place the responsibility for the failure to improve the relationship between the
Schutzmannschaft and the public: if the German population did not respond as positively to the
police as did the English population, it was of course the fault of the German population! The
unruly, selfish Germans, who should learn to be more like the English.48
Of course, “the English model” even in England to some extent remained an ideal to be strived for
rather than reflecting the full truth of police-public relations.49 The features of police behaviour
which English authorities claimed as reality was to some extent wishful thinking, at least in the
interaction of police with the lower orders of society.
Yet at a very fundamental level the English model was not easily transferable to Berlin because
some of the English concepts of policing were incompatible with many of the fundamental notions
of Prussian policing. Application of the English policing model into the Prussian-German context
would therefore require much more than simply institutional changes towards greater public
accountability and control. To be sure, the legitimacy of Prussian policing might have been
strengthened through adopting features from English policing such as greater public accountability
and control through elected bodies and legal courts, that might help to change the public perception
that the Schutzmänner were largely beyond the reach of the law.
However for the Prussians to implement the English police model it would require an entire
rethinking of the logic of power structures between police as a State authority and individual
citizens. It was not enough to cherry-pick isolated elements from the English model, such as demilitarising aspects of recruitment and training, improving politeness or adding “serving the public”
to the numerous tasks of the Schutzmannschaft.
While Prussian reformers sought to improve cooperation from the public and strengthen the
legitimacy and respect for the Schutzmann among Germans, they failed to grasp the deeper logic in
the English notion of “policing by consent”. This requires exercise of power as part of on-going
negotiation with the population about extent and boundaries of police powers and right to interfere.
The Prussian authorities understood only coercion. Consent and cooperation appears in Prussian
writing as something that the population “ought” to show, just as the Schutzmen “ought” to be men
of honour who refrained out of their own sense of duty from engaging in corruption. While refusing
to rethink the basic premises of power relationships, Prussian police authorities adopted a moralistic
approach which provided no institutional mechanisms for transparency, accountability and control
Repeated scandals of widespread police corruption50 clearly show that any attempt to regulate
police behaviour on the basis of morality, honour and “Prussian values” was doomed to failure.
What Prussian police authorities particularly failed to grasp was the fact that the English model
rested on a carefully managed balance and negotiation with the public over the limits of legitimate
police powers. Because the introduction of police forces in England was controversial, it had to
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appear to be responsive and accountable to the public – and police authorities developed all kinds of
ways of appearing to respond, sometimes appearing to lose, give way, step down – while actually,
the police remained largely in control. The Prussian authorities never considered using soft power,
winning by appearing to loose, and never contemplated giving up their old heavy-handed and ‘safe’
methods.
Similarly, there was no question of reconsidering the importance of never loosing face and never
stepping down. It was one of the weak points of Prussian policing, because the need to never loose
face in many cases made the authorities look morally beyond the pale, or simply plain stupid. The
Prussian police authorities not only wanted to remain in control, they wanted to make sure that the
public knew – and could be in no doubt – that they were in control. Rather than a negotiating
approach that strengthened the legitimacy of policing by appearing responsive to citizens’ concerns,
the Prussian insistence on never losing face actually made the Schutzmannschaft less legitimate and
more vulnerable to ridicule in the inevitable situations where gross misconduct on the part of
individual policemen was clear for all to see.

